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'Ring for your maid, and when she comes in we'll pounce upon her and tear off her face. I'll wear her face tonight instead
of mine.' These dreamlike, carnivalesque fables by one of the leading lights of the Surrealist movement are masterpieces
of invention and grand-guignol humour. Penguin Modern: fifty new books celebrating the pioneering spirit of the iconic
Penguin Modern Classics series, with each one offering a concentrated hit of its contemporary, international flavour. Here
are authors ranging from Kathy Acker to James Baldwin, Truman Capote to Stanislaw Lem and George Orwell to Shirley
Jackson; essays radical and inspiring; poems moving and disturbing; stories surreal and fabulous; taking us from the
deep South to modern Japan, New York's underground scene to the farthest reaches of outer space.
The Hearing Trumpet
Examining the intersection of occult spirituality, text, and gender, this book provides a compelling analysis of the occult
revival in literature from the 1880s through the course of the twentieth century. Bestselling novels such as The Da Vinci
Code play with magic and the fascination of hidden knowledge, while occult and esoteric subjects have become very
visible in literature during the twentieth century. This study analyses literature by women occultists such as Alice Bailey,
Dion Fortune, and Starhawk, and revisits texts with occult motifs by canonical authors such as Sylvia Townsend Warner,
Leonora Carrington, and Angela Carter. This material, which has never been analysed in a literary context, covers
influential movements such as Theosophy, Spiritualism, Golden Dawn, Wicca, and Goddess spirituality. Wallraven
engages with the question of how literature functions as the medium for creating occult worlds and powerful identities,
particularly the female Lucifer, witch, priestess, and Goddess. Based on the concept of ancient wisdom, the occult in
literature also incorporates topical discourses of the twentieth century, including psychoanalysis, feminism, pacifism, and
ecology. Hence, as an ever-evolving discursive universe, it presents alternatives to religious truth claims that often lead
to various forms of fundamentalism that we encounter today. This book offers a ground-breaking approach to interpreting
the forms and functions of occult texts for scholars and students of literary and cultural studies, religious studies,
sociology, and gender studies.
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In English for the first time, a wild and darkly funny book that combines Surrealist painter Leonora Carringon's fantastical
writing and illustrations for children The maverick surrealist Leonora Carrington was an extraordinary painter and
storyteller who loved to make up stories and draw pictures for her children. She lived much of her life in Mexico, and her
sons remember sitting in a big room whose walls were covered with images of wondrous creatures, towering mountains,
and ferocious vegetation while she told fabulous and funny tales. That room was later whitewashed, but some of its
wonders were preserved in the little notebook that Carrington called The Milk of Dreams. John, who has wings for ears,
Humbert the Beautiful, an insufferable kid who befriends a crocodile and grows more insufferable yet, and the awesome
Janzamajoria are all to be encountered in The Milk of Dreams, a book that is as unlikely, outrageous, and dreamy as
dreams themselves.
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Vivienne Brough-Evans proposes a compelling new way of reevaluating aspects of international surrealism by means of the category of divin
fou, and consequently deploys theories of sacred ecstasy as developed by the Collège de Sociologie (1937–39) as a critical tool in shedding
new light on the literary oeuvre of non-French writers who worked both within and against a surrealist framework. The minor surrealist genre
of prose literature is considered herein, rather than surrealism's mainstay, poetry, with the intention of fracturing preconceptions regarding the
medium of surrealist expression. The aim is to explore whether International surrealism can begin to be more fully explained by an occluded
strain of 'dissident' surrealist thought that searches outside the self through the affects of ekstasis. Bretonian surrealism is widely discussed in
the field of surrealist studies, and there is a need to consider what is left out of surrealist practice when analysed through this Bretonian lens.
The Collège de Sociologie and Georges Bataille's theories provide a model of such elements of 'dissident' surrealism, which is used to
analyse surrealist or surrealist influenced prose by Alejo Carpentier, Leonora Carrington and Gellu Naum respectively representing
postcolonial, feminist and Balkan locutions. The Collège and Bataille's 'dissident' surrealism diverges significantly from the concerns and
approach towards the subject explored by surrealism. Using the concept of ekstasis to organise Bataille's theoretical ideas of excess and
'inner experience' and the Collège's thoughts on the sacred it is possible to propose a new way of reading types of International surrealist
literature, many of which do not come to the forefront of the surrealist literary oeuvre.
The English born artist and writer Leonora Carrington (1917–2011) has received much critical acclaim and achieved stellar status in Mexico,
where she lived and worked for most of her life, having fled Europe via Spain in tormenting circumstances. Leonora Carrington: Living
Legacies brings together a collection of chapters that constitute a range of artistic, scholarly and creative responses to the realm of
Carrington emphasizing how her work becomes a medium, a milieu, and a provocation for new thinking, being and imagining in the world.
The diversity of contributions from scholars, early career researchers, and artists, include unpublished papers, interviews, creative
provocations, and writing from practice-led interventions. Collectively they explore, question, and enable new ways of thinking with
Carrington’s legacy. Wishing to expand on recent important scholarly publications by established Carrington researchers which have brought
historical and international significance to the artist’s legacy, this volume offers new perspectives on the artist’s relevance in feminist thinking
and artistic methodologies. Conscious of Carrington’s reluctance to engage in critical analysis of her artwork we have approached this
scholarly task through a lens of give and return that the artist herself musingly articulates in her 1965 mock-manifesto Jezzamathatics: “I was
decubing the root of a Hyperbollick Symposium … when the latent metamorphosis blurted the great unexpected shriek into something
between a squeak and a smile. IT GAVE, so to speak, in order to return.” (Aberth, 2010:149). In adopting her playful conjecture, this
publication seeks to bring Carrington and her work to further prominence.
92-year-old Marian Leatherby is given a hearing trumpet, then discovers that what her family is saying is that she is to be committed to an
institution where the buildings are shaped like birthday cakes and igloos and the gateway to the underworld is open.
Video and performance artist Anne Walsh's encounter with and multipart response to surrealist painter Leonora Carrington's novel The
Hearing Trumpet. Contributions by Dodie Bellamy, Julia Bryan-Wilson, and Claudia LaRocco Over the past decade, artist Anne Walsh has
created an ongoing, multipart response to surrealist painter Leonora Carrington's novel The Hearing Trumpet (written in the early 1960s,
published in 1974). Walsh's interdisciplinary works, encompassing video, writing, and performance, chronicle her time with the nonagenarian
author and, ultimately, her assumption of the identity of the aging artist. Hello Leonora, Soy Anne Walsh is a visual and written “adaptation”
of Carrington's feminist novella, offering a narrative in fragments: a middle-aged artist named Anne Walsh falls in love with the 92-year-old
author of a book about a 92-year-old woman who is placed in a sinister and increasingly surreal retirement home. Walsh courts the author,
travels to Mexico to meet her, fantasizes about adapting the book for film, and spends the next decade searching for The Hearing Trumpet's
form and cast. Having discovered in Carrington's novel a thrilling, subversive example of old age, Walsh casts herself as an “Apprentice
Crone.” She stalks old people and takes selfies with them. She becomes a mother, passes through menopause. She sings her daughter's
Disney movie songs at “elder theater” classes. She studies and rehearses the trauma, the affliction, the indignity that is old age, and she
writes to Leonora Carrington. The story is told through facsimiles of hand-written letters, annotated research notes, post-it note flow charts,
cast lists, scripts, and a photographic e ssay that loosely narrates Walsh's visits to Carrington in Mexico City, with additional texts by writer
Dodie Bellamy, art historian Julia Bryan-Wilson, and poet and critic Claudia La Rocco.
Leonora Carrington, the surrealist painter, is also a writer of extraordinary imagination and charm. Occult twin to Alice in Wonderland, The
Hearing Trumpet is a classic of fantastic literature that has been translated and celebrated throughout the world. Luis Bunuel said this book,
"Liberates us from the miserable reality of our days". Our fastest selling title last year.
Essays considering the representation and perception of hell in a variety of texts.
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